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Polarization-correlated photon pairs from a single quantum dot

Charles Santori,* David Fattal, Matthew Pelton, Glenn S. Solomon,† and Yoshihisa Yamamoto‡

Quantum Entanglement Project, ICORP, JST, E. L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305
~Received 14 November 2001; published 16 July 2002!

Polarization correlation in a linear basis, but not entanglement, is observed between the biexciton and
single-exciton photons emitted by a single InAs quantum dot in a two-photon cascade. The results are well
described quantitatively by a probabilistic model that includes two decay paths for a biexciton through a
nondegenerate pair of one-exciton states, with the polarization of the emitted photons depending on the decay
path. The results show that spin nondegeneracy due to quantum-dot asymmetry is a significant obstacle to the
realization of an entangled-photon generation device.
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Nonclassical light sources are needed for recently p
posed optical implementations of quantum cryptograp1

and quantum computation.2 Single semiconductor quantum
dots3 are attractive as nonclassical light sources because
have engineered properties, do not suffer from photoblea
ing effects, and can be integrated into larger structures
make monolithic devices. Quantum dots have already sh
potential as single-photon sources,4–6 but they can also gen
erate sequences of photons in a radiative cascade.7,8 In such
a cascade, each photon has a unique wavelength, an
photons may also have correlated, or even entangled9 polar-
izations.

In the two-photon cascade, a biexciton singlet state~two
electrons and two holes, 2X! decays to one of two optically
active single-exciton states~one electron and one hole, 1X!
by emitting one photon, and then to the empty-dot state
emitting a second photon. In theory, the polarization prop
ties of photon pairs emitted through these two decay pa
result entirely from properties of the optically-active 1
doublet.10–12For a symmetric quantum dot, the two 1X stat
are degenerate, and the two decay paths become ‘‘indi
guishable,’’ ideally producing polarization-entangle
photons.9 For an asymmetric quantum dot, the 1X doublet
split through the electron-hole exchange interaction i
states that couple to photons having orthogonal lin
polarizations.13–15 If this splitting is much larger than the
radiative linewidth, then the two paths become ‘‘distinguis
able,’’ with one decay path producing two horizontally p
larized photons and the other producing two vertically pol
ized photons, for example. In this case, polarizat
correlation is expected only in a single, preferred ba
Some additional factors are also important, such
spin-flip16 and decoherence processes17–19that randomize the
intermediate 1X state, and valence-band mixing.20

In this paper we present an experimental study of
polarization correlation properties of photon pairs emit
through biexciton decay in a single InAs quantum dot. Wh
temporal correlations between 1X and 2X photons have
viously been seen,21 polarization correlation has not yet bee
reported, to our knowledge, although a lack of such corre
tion has been mentioned elsewhere.22 For our sample, we
observe a strong polarization correlation in a linear polari
tion basis, verifying the theoretical picture described abo
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However, we do not observe entanglement, suggesting
quantum-dot asymmetry is an obstacle to realizing an
tangled photon source.

A sample was fabricated containing self-assembled In
quantum dots,3 grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on a~001!
GaAs substrate, capped by 75 nm of GaAs. A high grow
temperature increased intermixing between the InAs and
rounding GaAs, shortening the quantum-dot emission wa
lengths. Mesas about 120 nm tall, 200 nm wide, and spa
50 mm apart were fabricated by electron-beam lithograp
and dry etching. The dots are sparse enough (11mm22) that
the smallest mesas contain, on average, fewer than one

The setup used to characterize the quantum-dot emis
is shown in Fig. 1 The sample was cooled to 3–5 K in
cryostat. Single mesas were excited above the GaAs b
gap (710 nm) by horizontally polarized, 3-ps Ti-sapphire
ser pulses every 13 ns, using a beam incident 54° from
mal and focussed to a 20-mm spot size on the sample su
face. The emission from the dot was collected by anNA
50.5 aspheric lens, spectrally filtered to remove laser sca
imaged onto a pinhole that selects emission from
7-mm-wide region of the sample, and sent to a Hanbu
Brown and Twiss-type~HBT! correlation setup. The HBT
setup begins with a nonpolarizing beamsplitter, followed
retarders to correct for the polarization-dependent ph
shifts caused by this beamsplitter. Each arm then include
rotatable half-wave plate to select the measurement pola
tion, a horizontal polarizer, a small monochromator~0.35-nm
resolution!, and an avalanche-photodiode photon coun
~EG&G SPCM! having about 200-s21 dark counts. The elec
trical pulses from the photon counters served as ‘‘start’’ (t1)
and ‘‘stop’’ (t2) triggers for a time-to-amplitude converte
~TAC!, whose output was converted to a histogram by
multichannel analyzer~MCA! card in a computer. The result
ing histogram of time intervalst5t22t1 is equivalent to a
measurement of the photon correlation function, since
collection efficiency is extremely low. The ‘‘stop’’ signal wa
delayed by 100 ns to allow both negative and positive val
of t in the correlation histogram.

A photoluminescence spectrum of the dot chosen for
study under continuous-wave above-band excitation~650
nm! is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The lines labeled 1X a
2X are identified as one-exciton and biexciton emissio
respectively, while the lines labeled C1 and C2 are identifi
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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as charged-exciton23 emission. For all of the correlation mea
surements to be presented, the ‘‘start’’ counter was tune
the 2X line, and the ‘‘stop’’ counter was tuned to the 1X lin

This quantum dot has a large polarization anisotropy.
convenience, we designate ‘‘H ’’ to be a linear polarization
rotated 18° from the horizontal lab axis~chosen to maximize
the observed polarization correlations!, and ‘‘V’’ as the or-
thogonal polarization. The horizontal lab axis is aligned w
one of the two GaAs cleave directions,~110! or ~1-10!. The
photon count rate forH is nearly double that forV. The
normalized Stokes vectors of the 2X and 1X lines areS2X
5(0.34,20.09,20.08) and S1X5(0.28,20.12, 0.04), re-
spectively, where the three components are the intensity
ibilities in the H/V,145°/245°, and circular bases, respe
tively. Most dots on this sample have polarization anisotro
though the direction of the Stokes vector varies. Such ani
ropy has been reported elsewhere,24,25 and is related to the
asymmetry of the quantum dot or its environment.

Photon correlation histograms for four special polariz
tion combinations are shown in Fig. 2 The histograms d
play a series of peaks, separated by the laser repetition
riod. Counts in the central peak att50 occur when both a
2X photon and a 1X photon are detected following the sa
laser pulse, and its area is proportional to the 2X-1X coin
dence rate. Counts in the side peaks occur when two pho
are detected that resulted from different laser pulses.
side peaks far fromt50 provide an uncorrelated normaliza
tion standard, with areas proportional to the product of
2X and 1X count rates. The integration times were chose
yield approximately the same side peak area for each h
gram. A rise of the side peaks neart50 as reported in Ref
4 does not appear here, because the excitation energy h
above the GaAs bandgap.

It is clear from Fig. 2 that, in the chosen measurem
basis, a large degree of polarization correlation exists

FIG. 1. Photon correlation setup: A modelocked Ti-sapphire
ser excites the sample inside of a cryostat. The collected emissi
split into two arms by a nonpolarizing beamsplitter~NPBS!. The
two arms count 1X and 2X photons, with rotatable half-wave plate
(l/2) followed by polarizers~PBS! determining the measuremen
polarizations. An electronic system~delay, TAC, MCA! generates
the photon correlation histogram.Inset: single-dot emission spec
trum under CW, 650 nm excitation, showing the single-exci
~1X!, biexciton~2X!, and charged-exciton~C1, C2! lines.
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tween the 2X and 1X photons. The central peak appe
much larger relative to the side peaks for theH2X /H1X and
V2X /V1X cases@~a! and ~d!# than for the H2X /V1X and
V2X /H1X cases@~b! and ~c!#. We choose to quantify the de
gree of correlation by the function

xHV5
ACHHCVV2ACHVCVH

ACHHCVV1ACHVCVH

, ~1!

whereCab is the coincidence rate for 2X and 1X measur
ment polarizations ofa and b, respectively. This function
yields values of11, 0, and21 for the cases of perfec
polarization correlation, independent polarizations, and p
fect polarization anticorrelation, respectively, and is simp
related to the polarization-flip probabilitye in the model de-
scribed below. The data shown in Fig. 2 were acquired w
20-mW excitation power, producing a correlation ofxHV
50.684. The measured value ofxHV for a range of excitation
powers is plotted in Fig. 3. The 2X and 1X count rates a
also shown. A large degree of correlation occurs even w
the 2X and 1X count rates are close to saturation.

While a strong polarization correlation is seen in theH/V
basis, a negligible correlation is seen in the145°/245°
basis (x145,24550.055), suggesting that the photon pa
have negligible entanglements. To obtain the entire tw

-
is

FIG. 2. Photon correlation histograms between the 2X and
emission lines for four polarization combinations:~a! HH, ~b! HV,
~c! VH, and~d! VV, where the first and second letters refer to t
2X and 1X polarizations, respectively.H is a linear polarization
rotated 18° from lab horizontal, andV'H. The central peak att
50 results from 2X-1X coincidences, and its area, normalized r
tive to the side peak average, is indicated. The solid lines indic
relative peak areas. The largeHH and VV central peak areas an
small HV andVH areas demonstrate polarization correlation.
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photon density matrix, we followed the procedure outlined
Ref. 26. The density matrix can be determined from the
incidence rates measured with the following 2X-1X polariz
tion combinations:HH, HV, VH, VV, HD, HL, DH, RH,
DD, RD, RL, DR, DV, RV, VD, andVL, where the first
and second letters refer to the 2X and 1X measurement
larizations, respectively,D refers to145°, and R and L are
the orthogonal circular polarizations. For measurement c
binations including a circular polarization, a single quart
wave plate was inserted after the collection lens. To m
mize the effect of sample position drift, a significant err
source, we calculated the coincidence rate from the ratio
the central correlation peak area to the more distant side p
areas:

Dab5
Cab~0!

C̄ab~tn!

11S2X•M2X

2

11S1X•M1X

2
, ~2!

whereDab is the corrected coincidence rate for 2X and 1
polarizationsa andb, respectively,Cab(0) is the raw cen-
tral peak area,C̄ab(tn) is the mean area of the more dista
side peaks,S2X and S1X are the 2X and 1X normalized
Stokes vectors, andM2X andM1X are the Stokes vectors o
the 2X and 1X measurement polarizations. The effect
sample drift is largely canceled, sinceCab(0) andC̄ab(tn)
both depend on the square of the collection efficiency. T
polarization dependence ofC̄ab(tn) is canceled by the las
two terms.

The normalized density matrix obtained for a pump pow
of 20 mW is shown in Fig. 4. The relatively small off
diagonal elements show that little, if any, entanglemen
present. This matrix can in fact be shown by the Peres c
rion to be separable.27 The on-diagonal components displa
the polarization correlation that appears in theH/V basis.
Their values are given in Table I.

To model our results, we consider a two-path decay p
cess for the initial biexciton, as described in Ref. 14. In o
path, both photons are emitted withpx polarization~detected

FIG. 3. Left axis: measured polarization correlation functi
xHV , as defined in the text@Eq. ~1!#, vs the pump laser powe
~points!. The error bars include only Poisson photon number sta
tics. Right axis: total count rates~summed over orthogonal polar
izations! for 1X emission ~solid line! and 2X emission~dashed
line!.
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asH), while in the other path, both arepy ~detected asV).
We assume that the two paths occur with equal probabilit
We also include a probabilitye that the two photons have
opposite polarizations. This takes into account both spin fl
ping in the one-exciton state, and the possibility of nonid
selection rules. The coincidence probabilities are thenCaa
5ha,2Xha,1X(12e)/2 and Cab5ha,2Xhb,1Xe/2, where a
represents eitherH or V polarization,b'a, and ha,2X and
ha,1X are the 2X and 1X polarization-dependent collecti
efficiencies. To compare this model to the data, we calcu
the collection efficiency ratios from the measured Stok
vectors, obtaininghV,2X /hH,2X50.494 and hV,1X /hH,1X
50.560. To estimatee, we note that e5(12xHV)/2
50.158, wherexHV is defined in Eq.~1!. The on-diagonal
density matrix elements predicted using these parameter
given in Table I and are in close agreement with the m
sured values. From this model, we can infer that the
polarization flip timeT1 is at leastt rad(122e)/e52.2 ns,
wheret rad50.5 ns is the 1X recombination lifetime.

The large difference betweenrHH,HH and rVV,VV is re-
lated to the unequal detection rates ofH and V photons. In
the model above, we assume that this is due to differ
collection efficiencies forpx and py photons. One might
alternatively assume preferential decay through thepx path,
but this explanation cannot simultaneously predict the m
sured two-photon density matrix and the measured sin
photon Stokes vectors. The collection efficiencies forpx and
py must be different, perhaps due to the different angu
dipole radiation patterns forpx andpy photons.20

The fact that we see polarization correlation in only o
linear basis and not entanglement suggests that quantum
asymmetry is a dominant effect. Neglecting spin relaxati
we calculate that the reduced off-diagonal density matrix
ementrHH,VV produced by an ideal two-photon cascade
0.5/(11 iDvt rad), whereDv is the frequency splitting of
the 1X state, andt rad is the 1X radiative lifetime. When

-

FIG. 4. Graphical representation of the two-photon polarizat
density matrix describing the 2X and 1X collected photons unde
20-mW excitation power.

TABLE I. On-diagonal elements of the two-photon polarizatio
density matrix, measured, and predicted.

rHH,HH rHV,HV rVH,VH rVV,VV

Measured 0.669 0.078 0.059 0.194
Model 0.678 0.071 0.063 0.188
8-3
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Dvt rad@1, rHH,VV vanishes, and the entanglement disa
pears. This is expected, since the two decay paths can
be distinguished by the energies of the emitted photons.
infer from the fact that we do not see significant entang
ment that\Dv@1.3 meV, usingt rad50.5 ns, but we also
know that\Dv,50 meV, since we cannot resolve the po
larization splitting spectrally. Since similar spin splitting
have been reported for other material systems,19,25 it appears
that spin splitting will be a major obstacle to the realizati
of an entangled-photon device.

Several possible remedies might be used to reduce
ratio of the 1X energy splitting to the spontaneous emiss
rate. One could attempt to reduceDv by optimizing
quantum-dot growth methods, and for this purpose a syst
atic study would be useful. It may also be possible to fo
the 1X states of an asymmetric quantum dot into degene
by applying an electric field or a strain to the sample. S
n
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e
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e
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relaxation would remain an issue, but a recent experimen
result shows that the 1X spin decoherence timeT2 can be
much longer than the radiative lifetime in CdSe quantu
dots.19 Alternatively, one could reducet rad , either by using
larger quantum dots,28 or by placing the 1X state on reso
nance with a microcavity.29 It has already been demonstrate
that the spontaneous emission rates of quantum dots ca
enhanced by a factor of up to 5 in pillar microcavities.30 We
hope that by one or more of these methods, a quantum
source of entangled photons may eventually
demonstrated.
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